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PDI IHE compliant
if distributed on
portablemedia

DICOM complaint
- full series

CD/DVD for temporary
patient image data transfer,
separate from long term
storage - (PACS to PACS)

Laser printed transparent
film - high quality, full size
(as scanned or reference
marker adjusted)

SSD (solid state drive) -
USB drive or similar

WAN/LAN < 1GBit
(if data delivery speed,
queuing or pre-fetching is
acceptable):
XDS-I
Web (thin client) PACS

LAN  > 1 GBit

DICOM reading software
- loaded on reading computer
simple intuitive interface
certifiable by local authority as
suitable for clinical use if
displayed on appropriate
monitor

Direct observation of hard
copy laser printed film on
suitable viewing station

DICOM reading software
- accessible from distribution
media (Web - CD/DVD - Card)
simple intuitive interface
certifiable by local authority as
suitable for clinical use if
displayed on appropriate
monitor

Direct observation of hard
copy laser printed film on
suitable viewing station

DICOM compliant
calibratable digital display
(GSDF - Grayscale Standard
Display Function)
Minimum resolution:
CT/MRI - 80 dpi
CR/DR - 100 dpi
Mammogram - 127 dpi

4. Web based access
thin client

1. onto laser printed
digital image copies
with or without size
marker

2. onto LCD monitor
screen with or
without magnification
and size calibration

1. Individual user
licensed - thick client

3. WAN licence
controlled access
thick client

2. LAN accessible -
thick / thin client

Templating capability not
required, or
Measurement functionality
adequate within DICOM reading
software

Transparent Acetate templating
sheets:

Templating / measuring
software linked to DICOM
viewing interface:

SSD card or CD/DVD storage
if combined with separate
secure  archiving(meeting
local statutory
requirements)

Hard copy stored by patient
or doctor (meeting local
statutory requirements)

Long term storage on
secure drive, plus secure
offsite backup and long
term archive -  potentially
as part of web access
(meeting local statutory
requirements)

Patient Digital Image Delivery, Access, Viewing and Archiving:

Recommended minimum standards for DIAGNOSTIC PURPOSES (PRIMARY or SECONDARY)
(© RACS DDI Options - www.surgeons.org/dirwp)

Note: DATA STORAGE

SSD cards or CD/DVD are not
regarded as suitable for archival
purposes or long term storage.

Storage must be in IHE
compliant format.

Note: IMAGE DISPLAY

Standard LCD monitor of  < 100 dpi
resolution is not suitable for review

of large matrix images.

Note: TEMPLATING
CAPABILITY

Image should be size
referenced to allow accurate

measurement.

Access to templating program
must be compatible with

clinical work flow
requirements.

Note: IMAGE FORMAT

LOSSY compression
(e.g. JPG, or increased compression
JPG 2000) should be used with

caution
- check level of compression

appropriate to the clinical / imaging
situation, as may not be suitable for
primary or secondary diagnosis.


